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SEQUENTIAL CHIP MIXED FREQUENCY ever increasing GNSS constellations , there is an increased 
CORRELATOR ARRAY SYSTEM need for GNSS receivers capable of receiving and process 

ing multiple GNSS signals transmitted by satellites in all the 
CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED GNSS constellations . 

APPLICATIONS In a conventional multi - frequency global navigation sat 
ellite system ( GNSS ) receiver , each GNSS signal from each 

This application claims priority to and the benefit of the satellite is processed independently . The GNSS baseband 
non - provisional patent application titled “ Sequential Chip engine of the multi - frequency GNSS receiver comprises 
Mixed Frequency Correlator Array System ” , application multiple parallel correlators for achieving an optimal time to 
number 201741020080 , filed in the Indian Patent Office on 10 first fix and high sensitivity . The multi - frequency GNSS 
Jun . 8 , 2017. The specification of the above referenced receiver assigns one or more correlators for acquiring and 
patent application is incorporated herein by reference in its tracking each individual GNSS signal and searching a 
entirety . particular frequency and a pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code 

delay . For example , in a typical commercial global position 
BACKGROUND 15 ing system ( GPS ) receiver , a frequency search space ranges 

from about -10 kilohertz ( KHz ) to about +10 KHz and 
Global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) constellations searched in steps of about 250 Hertz ( Hz ) . The PRN code 

include , for example , the global positioning system ( GPS ) delay search space is , for example , about 1023 chips and is 
constellation , the Globalnaya Navigatsionnaya Sputnik searched in steps of about 0.5 chips . Hence , in total , there are 
ovaya Sistema ( GLONASS ) constellation , the Galileo con- 20 80 frequency bins and 2046 code delay bins to be searched . 
stellation , the BeiDou navigation satellite system constella Since a GNSS signal requires a simultaneous search in both 
tion , the Indian regional navigation satellite system ( IRNSS ) frequency and code , the total search space is , for example , 
constellation , the Quasi - Zenith satellite system ( QZSS ) con 160,000 bins . Therefore , 160,000 parallel correlators are 
stellation , and constellations of satellite based augmentation required to perform a search for a single GPS satellite at a 
systems ( SBAS ) in well - defined geostationary orbits . Each 25 given time . Assigning one or more correlators to acquire and 
satellite in the GNSS constellations continuously broadcasts track each individual GNSS signal and search a particular 
GNSS signals that contain accurate system time and an frequency and a PRN code delay increases logic area and 
orbital position of the corresponding satellite . In general , the power consumption of the GNSS receiver . While conven 
GNSS constellations use a channel access method , for tional GNSS receivers are configured to receive GNSS 
example , a code division multiple access ( CDMA ) tech- 30 signals from different GNSS constellations to provide accu 
nique or a frequency division multiple access ( FDMA ) rate and reliable position , velocity , and time , the tradeoff is 
technique for broadcasting the GNSS signals . In the CDMA the increased size of the GNSS receivers and the power 
technique , multiple GNSS signals are simultaneously trans consumption . Hence , there is a need for a multi - frequency 
mitted over a single communication channel , for example , GNSS receiver with reduced logic area and power consump 
by multiplexing multiple GNSS signals onto the same 35 tion . 
frequency . Furthermore , in the CDMA technique , each sat A standard correlator comprising a local carrier generator , 
ellite in the GNSS constellations is assigned a pseudo a complex mixer , a pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code 
random noise ( PRN ) code that is used to modulate a broad generator , two simple mixers , and two accumulators is used 
casted GNSS signal . For example , the GPS constellation for processing complex intermediate frequency ( IF ) data 
contains three PRN codes comprising , for example , a coarse ! 40 represented as ( a + jb ) of a single global navigation satellite 
acquisition ( C / A ) code , a military ( Mcode ) , and a precision system ( GNSS ) signal , where “ a ” refers to a real part of the 
( P ) code . In the FDMA technique used , for example , by the complex IF data and “ jb ” refers to an imaginary part of the 
GLONASS constellation , each satellite is assigned a center complex IF data , and where “ J ” is an imaginary unit equal 
frequency that is modulated using a common PRN code to to square root of negative one , that is , j = v - 1 . The processing 
spread power . Furthermore , channel selection of each sat- 45 of the complex IF data comprises searching a frequency and 
ellite in the FDMA technique is based on frequency sepa a PRN code delay . The local carrier generator generates a 
ration . complex carrier signal represented as ( c + jd ) , where “ c ” 

In a global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) , a GNSS refers to a real part of the complex carrier signal and “ jd ” 
receiver capable of measuring position , velocity , and accu refers to an imaginary part of the complex carrier signal , and 
rate time using a GNSS signal comprises an antenna for 50 where “ j ” is an imaginary unit equal to square root of 
receiving GNSS signals , a radio frequency front end for negative one , that is , j = V - 1 . A carrier signal is an oscillating 
downconverting and digitizing GNSS signals received by signal in the form of a transmitted electromagnetic pulse or 
the antenna , and a GNSS baseband engine for acquiring and wave suitable for modulation by an information bearing 
tracking the digitized GNSS signals . In a typical GNSS signal , for example , the GNSS signal . The complex mixer 
receiver architecture , the major computationally intensive 55 mixes N samples of incoming complex IF data ( a + jb ) with 
part of the GNSS receiver is the GNSS baseband engine . The a locally generated complex carrier signal ( c + jd ) for pro 
GNSS baseband engine comprises multiple correlators that ducing inphase ( ac - bd ) , real valued ) components and 
allow the GNSS receiver to achieve high sensitivity to quadrature phase ( ( ad + bc ) , imaginary valued ) components . 
extract and calculate a position for a weak GNSS signal , and The PRN code generator generates a PRN code bit sequence 
an optimal time to first fix , which is a measure of time 60 for a particular satellite . The two simple mixers mix the PRN 
needed by the GNSS receiver to acquire satellite signals and code bit sequence and the inphase components and the 
navigation data , and calculate a position solution , referred to quadrature phase components of the complex mixer output . 
as a " fix " . Conventionally , the correlators in the GNSS The two accumulators of the standard correlator coher 
baseband engine of the GNSS receiver are used during an ently accumulate inphase ( 1 ) and quadrature phase ( Q2 
acquisition and tracking stage of GNSS signal processing . 65 correlation components of the N samples of the IF data , 
The GNSS receiver assigns one or more correlators for dump the accumulated result , and continue accumulation of 
acquiring and tracking each individual GNSS signal . With the I , and the Q , correlation components of the next N 
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samples of the IF data . The rate of output of the accumu elator generates correlation values for a positive frequency 
lators is reduced by a factor of N as compared to the input and a negative frequency of a single GNSS signal . The 
complex IF data sampling rate , fç . The I , and the Q , corre implementation of the GNSS receiver disclosed herein 
lation components constitute one carrier frequency and one reduces the logic area and power consumption such that life 
PRN code bit sequence . Typically , two standard correlators 5 of battery operated GNSS applications increases and facili 
are required to compute correlation values of a positive tates the reduction of cost of the ASIC chipset of the GNSS 
frequency and a negative frequency for a single GNSS receiver . 
signal . If the incoming complex IF data is to be searched for The sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array a negative frequency , while searching for a positive fre system of the global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) 
quency , then two standard correlators are required for 10 receiver disclosed herein comprises P signal generators searching positive components and negative components of deployed in the GNSS baseband engine of the GNSS the same frequency bin , where the frequency bin refers to receiver . Each of the P signal generators comprises a primary magnitude of the frequency only and not the sign of the 
frequency , and where one correlator searches for the nega mixer , a single pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code generator , 
tive frequency and the other correlator searches for the 15 and Q mixed frequency correlators . The primary mixer 
positive frequency . Both these correlators search the incom receives N samples of intermediate frequency ( IF ) data from 
ing complex IF data for the same PRN code bit sequence for a radio frequency down converter of the GNSS receiver and 
both the positive components and the negative components generates inphase components and quadrature phase com 
of the same frequency bin . This doubles the required logic ponents of the received N samples of the IF data by mixing 
area and increases power consumption of the standard 20 the received N samples of the IF data with a carrier reference 
correlator . Hence , there is a need for a single correlator that signal locally generated by a single local carrier generator . 
computes correlation values of a positive frequency and a The N samples of the IF data correspond to a GNSS signal 
negative frequency for a single GNSS signal . received by the radio frequency down converter . The PRN 

A common method for reducing the size and power code generator generates a PRN code bit sequence corre 
consumption of a global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) 25 sponding to the received GNSS signal . The Q mixed fre 
receiver is use of an application specific integrated circuit quency correlators are operably connected to the primary 
( ASIC ) for processing multiple GNSS signals . However , mixer and to the PRN code generator via a linear feedback 
even with the ASIC , many commercial applications are shift register . Each of the Q mixed frequency correlators 
battery operated and require substantially low power con comprises secondary mixers and accumulator and dump 
sumption with a low cost of the ASIC . The cost of the ASIC 30 units . The secondary mixers are operably connected to the 
is driven by the logic area which in turn is governed by the primary mixer for generating discrete correlation compo 
architecture of the GNSS receiver . The large number of nents of the received N samples of the IF data by mixing the 
parallel correlators in the GNSS receiver used for achieving generated inphase components and the generated quadrature 
an optimal time to first fix and high sensitivity , which are phase components of the received N samples of the IF data 
specifications for most battery operated applications , 35 with the generated PRN code bit sequence . The accumulator 
increases the logic area of the GNSS receiver . Increase in the and dump units are operably connected to corresponding 
logic area of the GNSS receiver increases the power con secondary mixers for generating accumulated correlation 
sumption and cost of the GNSS receiver . Hence , there is components of the received N samples of the IF data by 
need for a method for reducing the logic area of a GNSS coherently accumulating and dumping the generated dis 
receiver and consecutively reducing the power consumption 40 crete correlation components of the received N samples of 
and the cost of the ASIC chipset of the GNSS receiver . the IF data . 

Hence , there is a long felt need for a global navigation The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 
satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver with a sequential chip disclosed herein further comprises adders and subtractors 
mixed frequency correlator array system comprising M operably connected to the sequential chip mixed frequency 
mixed frequency correlators deployed in a GNSS baseband 45 correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) . The adders and the 
engine of the GNSS receiver with reduced logic area , subtractors are time division multiplexed for sequentially 
reduced power consumption , and reduced cost of the appli generating correlation values for a positive frequency and a 
cation specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) chipset of the negative frequency of the received N samples of the IF data 
GNSS receiver , where each M mixed frequency correlator by combining the accumulated correlation components of 
generates correlation values for a positive frequency and a 50 each of the Q mixed frequency correlators from each of the 
negative frequency of a single GNSS signal . Psignal generators . Time division multiplexing of the adders 

and the subtractors after the accumulation and the dumping 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION of the generated discrete correlation components of the 

received N samples of the IF data , and the generation of the 
This summary is provided to introduce a selection of 55 correlation values for the positive frequency and the nega 

concepts in a simplified form that are further disclosed in the tive frequency of the received N samples of the IF data using 
detailed description of the invention . This summary is not the accumulated correlation components of each of the Q 
intended to determine the scope of the claimed subject mixed frequency correlators from each of the P signal 
matter . generators reduce the logic area of the SCMFCAS in the 

The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 60 GNSS baseband engine , thereby reducing power consump 
disclosed herein addresses the above stated need for a tion of the GNSS receiver . 
sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system In one or more embodiments , related systems comprise 
comprising M mixed frequency correlators deployed in a circuitry and / or programming for effecting the methods 
GNSS baseband engine of the GNSS receiver with reduced disclosed herein . The circuitry and / or programming can be 
logic area , reduced power consumption , and reduced cost of 65 any combination of hardware , software , and / or firmware 
the application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) chipset of configured to effect the methods disclosed herein depending 
the GNSS receiver , where each M mixed frequency corr upon the design choices of a system designer . Also , various 
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structural elements can be employed depending on the ( GPS ) satellite transmits GPS signals in one of L1 , L2 , and 
design choices of the system designer . L5 frequency bands . The GNSS receiver 100 is program 

mable for acquiring a particular GNSS signal out of multiple 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS GNSS signals used for global navigation . The GNSS 

5 receiver 100 receives a GNSS signal and acquires the 
The foregoing summary , as well as the following detailed received GNSS signal , if the received GNSS signal is the 

description of the invention , is better understood when read same as the GNSS signal programmed for acquisition . The 
in conjunction with the appended drawings . For the purpose GNSS signal received by the GNSS receiver 100 comprises 
of illustrating the invention , exemplary constructions of the a complex signal and / or a real signal having a frequency 
invention are shown in the drawings . However , the invention 10 range of , for example , about 1151 megahertz ( MHz ) to about 
is not limited to the specific methods and components 2492 MHz . The GNSS signal further comprises multiple 
disclosed herein . The description of a method step or a ranging codes , for example , pseudo random noise codes , and 
component referenced by a numeral in a drawing is appli navigation data including 50 bits per second navigation data 
cable to the description of that method step or component in a GPS L1 coarse / acquisition ( C / A ) signal . As used herein , 
shown by that same numeral in any subsequent drawing 15 a “ pseudo random noise code ” refers to a unique binary code 
herein . sequence of + ls and -1s that enables the GNSS receiver 100 

FIG . 1 exemplarily illustrates a global navigation satellite to identify the satellite that transmits the GNSS signal . The 
system receiver comprising a sequential chip mixed fre pseudo random noise codes are not truly random but have a 
quency correlator array system deployed in a global navi finite length and are known to both a GNSS satellite and the 
gation satellite system baseband engine . 20 GNSS receiver 100 . 

FIG . 2 illustrates a satellite signal acquisition module of The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 
the global navigation satellite system receiver , showing P 100 disclosed herein comprises a radio frequency ( RF ) down 
signal generators of the sequential chip mixed frequency converter 101 , the GNSS baseband engine 102 , and a 
correlator array system . coprocessor 114 as exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1. In an 

FIG . 3 illustrates components of one of the M mixed 25 embodiment , the RF down converter 101 , the GNSS base 
frequency correlators of the sequential chip mixed frequency band engine 102 , and the coprocessor 114 are implemented 
correlator array system operably connected to a post corre in a single chip . In another embodiment , the RF down 
lation unit of the satellite signal acquisition module . converter 101 , the GNSS baseband engine 102 , and the 

FIG . 4 exemplarily illustrates an embodiment , showing a coprocessor 114 are implemented independently on separate 
carrier frequency offset module deployed in the global 30 chips . In another embodiment , any combination of the RF 
navigation satellite system baseband engine for offsetting down converter 101 , the GNSS baseband engine 102 , and 
carrier frequency of N samples of intermediate frequency the coprocessor 114 can be implemented as an application 
data . specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) or a field programmable 

FIG . 5 illustrates a method for generating correlation gate array ( FPGA ) . The RF down converter 101 is an 
values for a positive frequency and a negative frequency of 35 integrated circuit that down converts the acquired GNSS 
a single global navigation satellite system signal received by signal to an intermediate frequency ( IF ) signal . As used 
a radio frequency down converter of the global navigation herein , “ intermediate frequency signal ” refers to a down 
satellite system receiver . converted GNSS signal . In an embodiment , the RF down 

FIG . 6 exemplarily illustrates a method for setting up the converter 101 comprises an analog - to - digital converter 
sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system for 40 ( ADC ) ( not shown ) . The ADC samples the IF signal at a 
generating accumulated correlation components of N sampling rate or a sampling frequency , that is , f , megahertz 
samples of intermediate frequency data . ( MHz ) for generating N samples of IF data . In an example , 

FIGS . 7A - 7B exemplarily illustrate a flowchart compris if the GNSS receiver 100 receives a GNSS signal having a 
ing the steps for generating correlation values for a positive frequency of 1575.42 MHz , the RF down converter 101 
frequency and a negative frequency of a single global 45 down converts the received GNSS signal with the frequency 
navigation satellite system signal . of 1575.42 MHz to an IF signal with a frequency offf MHz . 

FIG . 8 exemplarily illustrates a comparison table repre The ADC samples the IF signal with fF MHz at a rate off 
senting bit widths for parameters at different stages of MHz to generate N samples of IF data , where in one 
correlation in a standard correlator and in one of the M example , fif = 4.092 MHz and fç = 16.368 MHz , and in 
mixed frequency correlators of the sequential chip mixed 50 another example fr = 10.22 MHz and f = 45.15 MHz . 
frequency correlator array system . The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband 

FIG . 9 exemplarily illustrates a comparison table repre engine 102 of the GNSS receiver 100 is implemented as an 
senting resource comparison between two standard correla application specific integrated circuit ( ASIC ) or a field 
tors and one of the M mixed frequency correlators of the programmable gate array ( FPGA ) for processing the GNSS 
sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system . 55 signal acquired by the GNSS receiver 100. The GNSS 

baseband engine 102 receives the N samples of the inter 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE mediate frequency ( IF ) data from the radio frequency ( RF ) 

INVENTION down converter 101. The GNSS baseband engine 102 com 
prises a satellite signal acquisition module 104 and a track 

FIG . 1 exemplarily illustrates a global navigation satellite 60 ing module 110 for acquiring and tracking a GNSS signal 
system ( GNSS ) receiver 100 comprising a sequential chip used for global navigation respectively . In an embodiment 
mixed frequency correlator array system 106 deployed in a where the N samples of the IF data are at non - zero IF , the 
GNSS baseband engine 102. The GNSS receiver 100 is used GNSS baseband engine 102 comprises a carrier frequency 
for acquiring and tracking multiple GNSS signals . As used offset module 103 operably connected to the RF down 
herein , a “ global navigation satellite system signal ” refers to 65 converter 101. The carrier frequency offset module 103 is 
a navigation signal transmitted by a satellite in a GNSS operably connected between the RF down converter 101 , 
constellation . For example , a global positioning system and the satellite signal acquisition module 104 and the 
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tracking module 110 as exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1 . the sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 
The carrier frequency offset module 103 receives the N ( SCMFCAS ) 106 that corresponds to the carrier Doppler 
samples of the IF data from the RF down converter 101 and frequency +128 KHz . As used herein , “ mixed frequency 
brings the carrier frequency of the N samples of the IF data correlator ” refers to a correlator used in the SCMFCAS 106 
to zero or near zero by mixing the N samples of the IF data 5 within the satellite signal acquisition module 104 during an 
with a locally generated offsetting carrier reference signal acquisition stage of global navigation satellite system 
having a frequency equal to the IF , before passing the N ( GNSS ) signal processing for simultaneously processing 
samples of the IF data to the satellite signal acquisition two frequencies , that is , a positive frequency and a negative 
module 104 and the tracking module 110. The carrier frequency of a GNSS signal transmitted by the satellites in 
frequency offset module 103 receives the N samples of the 10 the GNSS constellation . The carrier Doppler frequency 
IF data transmitted by the RF down converter 101 and refers to a sum of oscillator drifts and a frequency shift 
determines whether the carrier frequency of the N samples caused by the rate of change in range with reference to a 
of the IF data is at zero value or a near zero value . If the satellite and the GNSS receiver 100. However , the mixed 
carrier frequency of the N samples of the IF data is not at frequency correlator that corresponds to the carrier Doppler 
zero value or a near zero value , the carrier frequency offset 15 frequency –128 KHz expects the code NCO to generate a 
module 103 offsets the carrier frequency of the N samples of code Doppler frequency that corresponds to -128 KHz . 
the IF data to zero value or a near to zero value by mixing Due to the change in the code Doppler frequency from 
the N samples of the IF data with the locally generated +128 KHz to -128 KHz , the generated pseudo random noise 
offsetting carrier reference signal as disclosed in the detailed ( PRN ) code bit drifts in the opposite direction compared to 
description of FIG . 4 . 20 that of the generated PRN code bit at a frequency bin 

The satellite signal acquisition module 104 of the global searching +128 KHz . The drift in the generated PRN code 
navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 bit limits total integration time as power spreads across 
comprises a carrier generator and mixer 105 , the sequential multiple PRN code bit correlators , if integrated beyond a 
chip mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) certain time period ( T ) . The time period ( T ) over which the 
106 , a selector 107 , a post correlation unit 108 , and a peak 25 total PRN code bit drift is less than 0.25 code chip is 
detector 109. The carrier generator and mixer 105 comprises accepted during typical acquisition . The PRN code bit drift 
a carrier numerically controlled oscillator ( NCO ) ( not at the mixed frequency correlator operating at -128 KHz is 
shown ) , a code NCO ( not shown ) , and a carrier mixer ( not computed as code drift = T * 2 * AF 6 , where AF , is the Doppler 
shown ) . The carrier NCO is a digital signal generator that frequency . If the code NCO generates a 0 hertz ( Hz ) code 
generates a local copy of a carrier signal with a carrier 30 Doppler frequency , then the drift at +128 KHz and -128 
Doppler frequency offset , where the carrier Doppler fre KHz is equal and is computed as ( T * AF ) ) . To reduce the 
quency offset is programmable . The code NCO generates a impact of the Doppler frequency , the carrier generator and 
signal with a programmed code Doppler frequency that is mixer 105 employs two - stage carrier generation and mixing . 
used to generate a pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code . The The full carrier Doppler frequency search range is split into 
code Doppler frequency is derived from the carrier Doppler 35 multiple sub ranges , each with its own center frequency . In 
frequency . The carrier generator and mixer 105 of the the first stage , the carrier generator and mixer 105 brings 
satellite signal acquisition module 104 receives the N down the center frequency of each of the carrier Doppler 
samples of the zero or near zero IF data , for example , ( p , q ) , frequency sub ranges to zero . The code NCO generates a 
transmitted by the carrier frequency offset module 103 , code Doppler frequency that is proportional to the center 
where the N samples of the zero or near zero IF data refers 40 frequency of the carrier Doppler frequency sub range . The 
to the N samples of the IF data with zero or near zero carrier second stage enables searching of the frequencies around 0 
frequency . The received N samples of the zero or near zero Hz within a bandwidth of each sub range . This reduces the 
IF data contain oscillator drifts of the GNSS receiver 100 maximum deviation between the carrier Doppler frequency 
along with a frequency deviation due to a relative motion and the code Doppler frequency , that is , code drift to +/- ( sub 
between the GNSS receiver 100 and satellites of the GNSS 45 range bandwidth / 2 ) . Thus , the code drift of the generated 
constellation . The frequency of the N samples of the zero or PRN code bits is small , thereby providing a longer integra 
near zero IF data comprising the frequency deviation and the tion time period . The carrier mixer of the carrier generator 
oscillator drifts is referred to as “ Doppler frequency ” . The and mixer 105 mixes the received N samples of the zero or 
Doppler frequency is in the range of , for example , about near zero IF data ( p , q ) with the generated local copy of the 
+128 kilohertz ( KHz ) to about -128 KHz . For example , if 50 carrier signal to generate N samples of the zero or near zero 
the SCMFCAS 106 is used to process the N samples of the IF data , that is , ( a , b ) . The output of the carrier generator and 
zero or near zero IF data having a Doppler frequency ( AF ) ) mixer 105 is represented , for example , as ( a + jb ) , where “ a ” 
of +128 KHz and -128 KHz , code bits generated by the code refers to a real part of the complex IF data and “ jb ” refers to 
NCO will have a significant drift in the PRN code that is an imaginary part of the complex IF data , and where “ ” is 
generated . 55 an imaginary unit equal to square root of negative one , that 

The carrier numerically controlled oscillator ( NCO ) of the is , j = v = 1 . The generated N samples of the zero or near zero 
carrier generator and mixer 105 generates a local copy of the IF data contain lower oscillator drifts and lower frequency 
carrier signal in the frequency range of , for example , about deviations . 
+128 KHz to about –128 KHz or higher . Consider an The sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array 
example where the carrier NCO generates a carrier signal of 60 system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 comprises P signal generators 
a carrier Doppler frequency +128 KHz . The code NCO deployed in the global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) 
generates a code Doppler frequency , derived from the carrier baseband engine 102 , where P is a positive integer . Each of 
Doppler frequency , which is used for generating pseudo the P signal generators comprises Q mixed frequency corr 
random noise ( PRN ) code bits . Therefore , the code NCO elators , where Q is a positive integer . A product of the 
generates a code Doppler frequency that corresponds to 65 number of signal generators ( P ) and the number of mixed 
+128 KHz of the carrier frequency offset being searched , frequency correlators per signal generator ( Q ) provides a 
which operates normally for a mixed frequency correlator in total number of mixed frequency correlators ( M ) in the 
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SCMFCAS 106 , that is , M = P * Q , where M is a positive as disclosed in the detailed description of FIG . 3. The 
integer . The SCMFCAS 106 processes the N samples of the coherent integration operation and the non - coherent integra 
intermediate frequency ( IF ) data transmitted by the carrier tion operation are performed over the outputs of the M 
generator and mixer 105. Each of the M mixed frequency mixed frequency correlators of the sequential chip mixed 
correlators generates accumulated correlation components 5 frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 sequen 
of the N samples of the IF data corresponding to the received tially . 
GNSS signal . As used herein , “ accumulated correlation The peak detector 109 of the satellite signal acquisition 
components ” refer to values that indicate correlation module 104 detects a peak among the non - coherent integra 
between the N samples of the IF data with the locally tion values generated by the non - coherent accumulator 108c 
generated pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code and the locally 10 of the post correlation unit 108. The satellite signal acqui 
generated carrier signal as disclosed in the detailed descrip sition module 104 acquires the received global navigation 
tion of FIG . 3 . satellite system ( GNSS ) signal based on the detected peak . 

The selector 107 of the satellite signal acquisition module A high peak value is obtained if the received GNSS signal 
104 , for example , a multiplexer , is programmable for select is the same as the local carrier and pseudo random noise 
ing the generated accumulated correlation components of 15 ( PRN ) code reference signal and the satellite signal acqui 
the N samples of the IF data from one of the M mixed sition module 104 acquires the received GNSS signal . The 
frequency correlators of the sequential chip mixed frequency satellite signal acquisition module 104 is sequentially pro 
correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106. The selector 107 cessed at a rate of Pxf , for acquiring P GNSS signals , where 
transmits the selected accumulated correlation components P is any positive integer and f , is the sampling frequency 
of the N samples of the IF data to the post correlation unit 20 used for sampling the down converted first GNSS signal . 
108. To increase the signal - to - noise ratio , the selected accu After acquisition , the GNSS receiver 100 enters a tracking 
mulated correlation components of the N samples of the IF mode . 
data are further coherently and / or non - coherently integrated , The tracking module 110 of the global navigation satellite 
in the post correlation unit 108 to obtain new correlation system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 is used for tracking a 
values . If the new correlation values are greater than a 25 second GNSS signal . The tracking module 110 performs 
threshold value , then the global navigation satellite system tracking of either a positive frequency GNSS signal or a 
( GNSS ) receiver 100 declares that the GNSS signal that is negative frequency GNSS signal . The second GNSS signal 
being searched is present in the incoming GNSS signal , else can be either the GNSS signal acquired by the satellite signal 
the GNSS receiver 100 declares that the GNSS signal that is acquisition module 104 , or a GNSS signal specifically 
being searched is not present in the incoming GNSS signal . 30 programmed for tracking . The tracking module 110 com 

The post correlation unit 108 of the satellite signal acqui prises a carrier and pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code 
sition module 104 comprises final stage adders and subtrac generator 111 , a carrier and PRN code mixer 112 , and a 
tors 108a , a coherent accumulator 108b , and a non - coherent coherent integrator 113. The carrier and PRN code generator 
accumulator 108c . The final stage adders and subtractors 111 generates a carrier reference signal and a pseudo random 
108a sequentially generate correlation values for a positive 35 noise ( PRN ) code bit sequence corresponding to the second 
frequency and a negative frequency of the N samples of the GNSS signal . The PRN code bit sequence comprises , for 
intermediate frequency ( IF ) data by combining the accumu example , a coarse / acquisition ( C / A ) code bit sequence , a 
lated correlation components of each of the Q mixed fre military ( M ) code bit sequence , a precision ( P ) code bit 
quency correlators from each of the P signal generators . As sequence , and a maximal length code bit sequence . 
used herein , “ correlation values ” refers to values that mea- 40 The carrier and pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code mixer 
sure change in power and direction between two signals , for 112 of the tracking module 110 generates inphase compo 
example , the received global navigation satellite system nents and quadrature phase components of the second global 
( GNSS ) signal and a local carrier and pseudo random noise navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) signal by mixing the 
( PRN ) code reference signal . As used herein , “ local carrier carrier reference signal with a down converted and sampled 
and PRN code reference signal ” refers to a combination of 45 second GNSS signal . As used herein , “ inphase components ” 
the carrier signal generated using a local carrier generator , refer to components that are offset in phase by a zero cycle 
that is , a carrier numerically controlled oscillator ( NCO ) , ( zero radians ) in relation to the GNSS signal . The inphase 
and a PRN code bit sequence generated using a PRN code components of the second GNSS signal are components that 
generator driven by a code NCO in the sequential chip are in - phase with the second GNSS signal . Also , as used 
mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106. 50 herein , “ quadrature phase components ” refer to components 
As used herein , “ pseudo random noise code bit sequence ” that are offset in phase by a one - quarter cycle ( F / 2 radians ) 
refers to a sequence of + 1's and -1's that enables the GNSS in relation to the GNSS signal . The quadrature phase com 
receiver 100 to compute travelling time of the GNSS signal ponents of the second GNSS signal are components that are 
from a satellite to the GNSS receiver 100 and satellite 90 ° out of phase with the second GNSS signal . Furthermore , 
coordinates at any epoch . The received GNSS signal is 55 the carrier and PRN code mixer 112 generates correlation 
correlated with the local carrier and PRN code reference values of the second GNSS signal by mixing the inphase 
signal . components and the quadrature phase components of the 

The coherent accumulator 108b of the post correlation second GNSS signal with the PRN code bit sequence . 
unit 108 performs programmable coherent integration of the The coherent integrator 113 of the tracking module 110 
correlation values of the positive frequency and the negative 60 generates coherent integration data by accumulating the 
frequency of the N samples of the intermediate frequency correlation values of the second global navigation satellite 
( IF ) data to obtain coherent integration correlation values as system ( GNSS ) signal for a time duration that is pro 
disclosed in detailed description of FIG . 3. The non - coherent grammed by the coprocessor 114. The coprocessor 114 is in 
accumulator 108c performs programmable non - coherent operable communication with the satellite signal acquisition 
integration of the correlation values of the positive fre- 65 module 104 and the tracking module 110 of the GNSS 
quency and the negative frequency of the N samples of the baseband engine 102. The coprocessor 114 programs param 
IF data to obtain non - coherent integration correlation values eters comprising , for example , the carrier intermediate fre 
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quency ( IF ) , the carrier frequency offset , the carrier Doppler signal generators 123 and 124 are transmitted to each of the 
frequency , the code Doppler frequency , the pseudo random Q mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , ... , to 122q of 
noise ( PRN ) code and its code phase , a coherent integration each of the other signal generators 123 and 124 . 
period , and a non - coherent integration period , of the M Consider an example where N samples of complex inter 
mixed frequency correlators . The coprocessor 114 uses the 5 mediate frequency ( IF ) data ( a , b ) having a sampling rate fe 
satellite signal acquisition module 104 to search the entire are mixed with a complex carrier reference signal ( c , d ) of 
frequency search range of the GNSS signal and also pro fvco using the primary mixer 116 to generate inphase 
grams the tracking module 110 with the same set of param components ( ac , bd ) and quadrature phase components ( bc , 
eters to continuously track the GNSS signal . ad ) . The fyco can be much lesser than that of the fç , thereby 

FIG . 2 exemplarily illustrates the satellite signal acquisi- 10 saving switching power of the single local carrier generator 
tion module 104 of the global navigation satellite system 117. The generated inphase components comprise first 
( GNSS ) receiver 100 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1 , inphase component ( ac ) and a second inphase component 
showing P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 of the ( bd ) . The generated quadrature phase components comprise 
sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system a first quadrature phase component ( bc ) and a second 
( SCMFCAS ) 106 , where P is a positive integer . In an 15 quadrature phase component ( ad ) . The operation of the 
embodiment , the radio frequency ( RF ) down converter 101 sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 
of the GNSS receiver 100 transmits the N samples of the IF ( SCMFCA ) 106 in the above example is described for a 
data to the SCMFCAS 106 through the carrier frequency complex IF data input . In case of a real IF data input , the real 
offset module 103 and the carrier generator and mixer IF data is converted into a complex IF data in the carrier 
( CGM ) 105 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1. The N samples 20 frequency offset module 103 , before transmission to the 
of the IF data received by the SCMFCAS 106 comprises a SCMFCAS 106. For example , real IF data is converted into 
zero offset carrier frequency . FIG . 2 exemplarily illustrates complex IF data using the carrier frequency offset module 
the arrangement of the carrier generator and mixer 105 , the 103 , and the inphase output and the quadrature phase output 
SCMFCAS 106 , the selector 107 , the post correlation unit of the carrier frequency offset module 103 form the complex 
108 with the final stage adders and subtractors 108a , the 25 IF data for the SCMFCAS 106 . 
coherent accumulator 108b , and the non - coherent accumu The single pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code generator 
lator 108c , and the peak detector 109 in the satellite signal 120 generates a PRN code bit sequence . The generated PRN 
acquisition module 104 , which function as disclosed in the code bit sequence corresponds to the global navigation 
detailed description of FIG . 1. Each of the P signal genera satellite system ( GNSS ) signal received by the radio fre 
tors 115 , 123 , and 124 of the SCMFCAS 106 comprises a 30 quency ( RF ) down converter 101. A code numerically con 
primary mixer 116 , a single local carrier generator ( LCG ) trolled oscillator ( NCO ) 119 is operably connected to the 
117 , a phase to amplitude converter ( PAC ) 118 , a single single PRN code generator 120 for generating the PRN code 
pseudo random noise code generator 120 , a linear feedback bit sequence corresponding to the received GNSS signal . 
shift register 121 , and Q mixed frequency correlators 122a , For example , the code NCO 119 connected in series with the 
122b , ... , to 1227 , where Q is a positive integer . 35 single PRN code generator 120 and the phase to amplitude 

The primary mixer 116 is a complex mixer , for example , converter 118 generates a coarse / acquisition ( C / A ) code 
a complex intermediate frequency ( IF ) mixer . The primary replica sequence if the received GNSS signal is a global 
mixer 116 receives N samples of IF data represented as ( a , positioning system ( GPS ) satellite signal . Each of the Q 
b ) at a sampling rate f , from the radio frequency ( RF ) down mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , to 122q is 
converter 101 and generates inphase components and 40 operably connected to the primary mixer 116 and to the 
quadrature phase components of the received N samples of single PRN code generator 120 via a linear feedback shift 
the IF data by mixing the received N samples of the IF data register ( LFSR ) 121. The LFSR 121 is programmed such 
with a carrier reference signal locally generated by the local that the generated PRN code bit sequence is delayed for a 
carrier generator 117. The inphase components of the predetermined time before transmitting the generated PRN 
received N samples of the IF data refer to components that 45 code bit sequence to the subsequent mixed frequency corr 
are offset in phase by a zero cycle . The quadrature phase elators , for example , 122b , ... , to 122q . 
components of the received N samples of the IF data refer Each of the mixed frequency correlators 122a , 
to components that are offset in phase by a one - quarter 122b , ... , to 122q in the signal generator 115 generates 
cycle . The N samples of the IF data correspond to a GNSS inphase accumulated correlation components and quadrature 
signal received by the RF down converter 101. The N 50 phase accumulated correlation components by processing 
samples of the IF data comprise complex IF data or real IF the generated inphase components and the generated quadra 
data . The single local carrier generator 117 , for example , a ture phase components of the N samples of the intermediate 
numerically controlled oscillator ( NCO ) is implemented in frequency ( IF ) data transmitted by the primary mixer 116 as 
series with the phase to amplitude converter 118 to generate disclosed in the detailed description of FIG . 3. Similarly , 
the locally generated carrier reference signal ( AF ) of a 55 each of the mixed frequency correlators 122a , 
numerically controlled oscillator frequency ( fyco ) . The pri 122b , ... , to 122q in the other signal generators 123 and 124 
mary mixer 116 of the signal generator 115 mixes the generates inphase accumulated correlation components and 
received N samples of the IF data with the locally generated quadrature phase accumulated correlation components by 
carrier reference signal for generating the inphase compo processing the inphase components and the quadrature phase 
nents and the quadrature phase components of the received 60 components of the N samples of the IF data transmitted by 
N samples of the IF data . The generated inphase components the primary mixer 116 of each of the other signal generators 
and the generated quadrature phase components of the 123 and 124 . 
received N samples of the IF data are transmitted to each of The sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array 
the Q mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , ... , to 122q . system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 transmits the inphase accumulated 
Similarly , the inphase components and the quadrature phase 65 correlation components and the quadrature phase accumu 
components of the received N samples of the IF data lated correlation components generated by each of the Q 
generated by the primary mixer 116 of each of the other mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , ... , to 122q from 
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each of the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 to the post FIG . 3 exemplarily illustrates components of one of the M 
correlation unit 108 using the selector 107 for processing as mixed frequency correlators 125 , for example , a mixed 
disclosed in the detailed description of FIG . 3. All the Q frequency correlator 122a of the signal generator 115 of the 
mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , .. to 122q in the sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 
signal generator 115 employ a single local carrier generator 5 ( SCMFCAS ) 106 operably connected to the post correlation 
117 and a single pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code generator unit 108 of the satellite signal acquisition module 104 
120 to generate the inphase accumulated correlation com exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 1-2 . M is a positive integer . 
ponents and the quadrature phase accumulated correlation M mixed frequency correlators 125 refer to the total number 
components of the N samples of the IF data as compared to of mixed frequency correlators 125 in the SCMFCAS 106 as 
a standard correlator which requires a local carrier generator 10 disclosed in detailed description of FIGS . 1-2 . Each of the M 
and a PRN code generator per correlator . Similarly , all the Q mixed frequency correlators 125 including the Q mixed 
mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , . to 122q in frequency correlators 122a , 122b , . . . , to 1227 of the P 
each of the other signal generators 123 and 124 employs signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 exemplarily illustrated 
only a single local carrier generator 117 and a single PRN in FIG . 2 , comprises secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , 
code generator 120 to generate the inphase accumulated 15 and 127d , and accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 
correlation components and the quadrature phase accumu 128c , and 128d as exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 3. The 
lated correlation components of the N samples of the IF data . secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d are simple 
This reduction in the number of the local carrier generators code mixers . The secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 
117 and the PRN code generators 120 reduces the power 127d are operably connected to the primary mixer 116 for 
consumption of the SCMFCAS 106 , thereby reducing the 20 generating discrete correlation components of the received 
total power consumption of the global navigation satellite N samples of the intermediate frequency ( IF ) data by 
system ( GNSS ) receiver 100 . individually mixing the generated inphase components and 

The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver the generated quadrature phase components of the received 
100 further comprises a feedback module 126 for providing N samples of the IF data with the pseudo random noise 
feedback to the satellite signal acquisition module 104 of the 25 ( PRN ) code bit sequence . As used herein , " discrete corre 
GNSS baseband engine 102 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . lation components ” refer to components that quantify how 
1. The feedback module 126 comprises a sequential chip closely the generated inphase components , the quadrature 
mixed frequency correlator array ( SCMFCA ) controller phase components , and the PRN code bit sequence match 
126b and a communication interface 126a . The satellite with the carrier and PRN code sequence in the received N 
signal acquisition module 104 is in operable communication 30 samples of the IF data . 
with the coprocessor 114 via the communication interface In the example disclosed in the detailed description of 
126a . The communication interface 126a is positioned FIG . 2 , the inphase components ( ac , bd ) and the quadrature 
between the SCMFCA controller 126b and the coprocessor phase components ( bc , ad ) outputted by the primary mixer 
114. The SCMFCA controller 126b receives correlator pro 116 are mixed with a pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code bit 
gramming parameters comprising , for example , a code 35 sequence using the secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 
phase offset , a code frequency , a carrier frequency , and a 127d to generate the discrete correlation components ( ac * p , 
code chip offset from the coprocessor 114 through the bd * p , bc * p , and ad * p ) , where p is equal to a code bit in the 
communication interface 126a for programming the single full PRN code bit sequence at a given instant of time . The 
local carrier generator 117 and the single pseudo random secondary mixer 127a generates a first inphase discrete 
noise ( PRN ) code generator 120 of each of the P signal 40 correlation component ( ac * p ) by mixing the first inphase 
generators 115 , 123 , and 124. As used herein , “ code phase component ( ac ) transmitted by the primary mixer 116 with 
offset ” refers to an offset in a phase of the PRN code bit the generated PRN code bit sequence . The secondary mixer 
sequence generated by the PRN code generator 120. Also , as 127b generates a second inphase discrete correlation com 
used herein , “ code frequency ” refers to a frequency of the ponent ( bd * p ) by mixing the second inphase component ( bd ) 
PRN code bit sequence that needs to be generated . Also , as 45 transmitted by the primary mixer 116 with the generated 
used herein , “ code chip offset ” refers to an offset that PRN code bit sequence . The secondary mixer 127c gener 
indicates a particular bit in the PRN code bit sequence . Also , ates a first quadrature phase discrete correlation component 
as used herein , “ carrier frequency ” refers to a frequency that ( bc * p ) by mixing the first quadrature phase component ( bc ) 
needs to be searched . Similarly , each of the P signal gen transmitted by the primary mixer 116 with the generated 
erators 115 , 123 , and 124 can be programmed with any 50 PRN code bit sequence . The secondary mixer 127d gener 
combination of the correlator programming parameters . The ates a second quadrature phase discrete correlation compo 
correlator programming parameters are derived based on an nent ( ad * p ) by mixing the second quadrature phase compo 
acquisition search space and a predetermined strategy nent ( ad ) transmitted by the primary mixer 116 with the 
selected to search GNSS signals . For example , for acquiring generated PRN code bit sequence . 
global positioning system ( GPS ) L1 C / A signals , the entire 55 The accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 
search space comprising code phase offset = 0 , code 128d are electronic registers that store data . The accumulator 
frequency = 1.023e6 , code chip offset = 0 to M - 1 for searching and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d are operably 
from a first code chip of the PRN code bit sequence , and connected to the corresponding secondary mixers 127a , 
carrier frequency = 250 Hz is searched . The SCMFCA con 127b , 127c , and 127d respectively , for generating accumu 
troller 126b also receives parameters for programming the 60 lated correlation components of the received N samples of 
selector 107 for selecting the inphase accumulated correla the intermediate frequency ( IF ) data by coherently accumu 
tion components and the quadrature phase from one of the lating and dumping the generated discrete correlation com 
M mixed frequency correlators 125. For example , the ponents of the received N samples of the IF data . The 
parameters for programming the selector 107 comprise an accumulated correlation components are values generated 
order in which the output of the M mixed frequency corr- 65 by the accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 
elators 125 should be transmitted to the post correlation unit 128d by coherently accumulating the discrete correlation 
108 . components of each of the N samples of the IF data over a 
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predetermined duration . The accumulator and dump unit trated in FIGS . 2-3 , facilitates time division multiplexing of 
128a generates a first inphase accumulated correlation com the final stage adders and subtractors 108a required for 
ponent ( 1. ) by coherently accumulating the first inphase generating correlation values that correspond to positive and 
discrete correlation component of each of the N samples of negative local carrier signals . The final stage adders and 
the IF data transmitted by the secondary mixer 127a . The 5 subtractors 108a sequentially generate the correlation values 
accumulator and dump unit 128b generates a second inphase by addition and / or subtraction of the inphase accumulated 
accumulated correlation component ( 12 ) by coherently accu correlation components and the quadrature phase accumu 
mulating the second inphase discrete correlation component lated correlation components of the N samples of the IF data 
of each of the N samples of the IF data transmitted by the of each of the Q mixed frequency correlators 122a , 
secondary mixer 1276. The accumulator and dump unit 128c 10 122b , ... , to 1224 from each of the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124. The accumulated correlation components of generates a first quadrature phase accumulated correlation the accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d component ( Q. ) by coherently accumulating the first are transmitted to the final stage adders and subtractors 108a quadrature phase discrete correlation component of each of using the selector 107. The selector 107 is , for example , a the N samples of the IF data transmitted by the secondary 15 multiplexer programmed for selecting and transmitting one 
mixer 127c . The accumulator and dump unit 128d generates set of the inphase accumulated correlation components and a second quadrature phase accumulated correlation compo the quadrature phase accumulated correlation components 
nent ( Q2 ) by coherently accumulating the second quadrature generated by one of the M mixed frequency correlators 125 , 
phase discrete correlation component of each of the N for example , the mixed frequency correlator 122a of the 
samples of the IF data transmitted by the secondary mixer 20 signal generator 115 of the SCMFCAS 106 to the final stage 
127d . The accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , adders and subtractors 108a of the post correlation unit 108 . 
and 128d sequentially accumulate the outputs generated by The selector 107 is programmed such that the final stage 
the secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d respec adders and subtractors 108a appear on a common signal path 
tively , over a time duration equal to a total time period of the only a fraction of time in a predetermined pattern . The 
N samples of the IF data . In the above example , the 25 predetermined pattern of switching the final stage adders and 
accumulation and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d subtractors 108a at the end of the common signal path using 
therefore accumulate the discrete correlation components the selector 107 is known as time division multiplexing of 
( ac * p , bd * p , bc * p , and ad * p ) generated by the secondary the final stage adders and subtractors 108a . Time division 
mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d respectively , for gener multiplexing of the final stage adders and subtractors 108a 
ating inphase accumulated correlation components ( I , and 30 after the accumulation and the dumping of the generated 
12 ) and quadrature phase accumulated correlation compo discrete correlation components of the received N samples 
nents ( Q , and Q2 ) of the N samples of the IF data as of the intermediate frequency ( IF ) data , and generation of 
disclosed below , where “ p ” is a PRN code bit at the time of the correlation values for the positive frequency and the 
mixing the inphase components ( ac , bd ) and the quadrature negative frequency of the received N samples of the IF data 
phase components ( bc , ad ) with the PRN code bit sequence . 35 using the accumulated correlation components of each of the 

Q mixed frequency correlators 122a , 122b , . to 1229 
from each of the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 
reduce logic area of the sequential chip mixed frequency 11 = ack * Pk correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 in the global 

40 navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 , 
thereby reducing power consumption of the GNSS receiver 

12 = bdk * Pk 100 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1. For example , a typical 
GNSS receiver with M mixed frequency correlators employs 
M post correlation units to process the outputs from the M Q1 = { bek * Pk 45 mixed frequency correlators , whereas the GNSS receiver 
100 disclosed herein employing the SCMFCAS 106 uses 
only a single post correlation unit 108 to process the outputs Q2 = adx * Pk from all the M mixed frequency correlators 125 of the 
SCMFCAS 106 , thereby providing a reduction of ( M - 1 ) 

50 post correlation units and eliminating leakage power from 
The mixed frequency correlator 122a along with the other each of the ( M - 1 ) post correlation units . The magnitude of 

of the M mixed frequency correlators 125 of the sequential reduction in logic area and power consumption of the 
chip mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) SCMFCAS 106 is directly proportional to M , that is , to the 
106 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , are operably con total number of mixed frequency correlators 125 in the 
nected to the post correlation unit 108 comprising the final 55 SCMFCAS 106. The logic area is reduced due to the 
stage adders and subtractors 108a , the coherent accumulator reduction in the number of mixed frequency correlators 125 
108b , and the non - coherent accumulator 108c via the selec required in the SCMFCAS 106. In an example where 
tor 107. The final stage adders and subtractors 108a are 160,000 bins are to be searched , the total number of mixed 
operably connected to the SCMFCAS 106 and time division frequency correlators 125 required by the SCMFCAS 106 to 
multiplexed for sequentially generating correlation values 60 search the GNSS signal over the 160,000 bins is 80,000 as 
for a positive frequency and a negative frequency of the compared to 160,000 correlators required in the case of a 
received N samples of the intermediate frequency ( IF ) data conventional , standard correlator system . Therefore , the 
by combining the accumulated correlation components of satellite signal acquisition module 104 in the SCMFCAS 
each of the mixed frequency correlators 122a , 106 disclosed herein saves nearly 50 % of logic area and 
122b , ... , to 122q from each of the P signal generators 115 , 65 power consumed when compared with that of a conven 
123 , and 124. In an embodiment , the architecture of the tional , standard correlator based satellite signal acquisition 
satellite signal acquisition module 104 exemplarily illus module . 
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The time division multiplexed final stage adders and conventional , standard correlator and one of the M mixed 
subtractors 108a combine the inphase accumulated correla frequency correlators 125 of the SCMFCAS 106 is disclosed 
tion components and the quadrature phase accumulated in the detailed description of FIG . 8 . 
correlation components of the N samples of the intermediate The coherent accumulator 108b of the post correlation 
frequency ( IF ) data received from the accumulator and 5 unit 108 is operably connected to the final stage adders and 
dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d of the mixed subtractors 108a as exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 3. The frequency correlators 122a , 122b , ... , to 122q in the signal coherent accumulator 108b generates coherent integration generator 115 in a predetermined pattern to generate the values corresponding to the positive frequency and the correlation values for the positive frequency and the nega negative frequency of the received N samples of the inter tive frequency of the N samples of the IF data of the received 10 mediate frequency ( IF ) data by performing programmable GNSS signal . In the above example , the accumulation and coherent integration of the positive frequency correlation dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d transmit the gen values and the negative frequency correlation values of the erated inphase accumulated correlation components ( 11 , 12 ) 
and the quadrature phase accumulated correlation compo received N samples of the IF data over a predetermined 
nents ( Q1 , Q2 ) of the N samples of the IF data to the time 15 duration of time . As used herein , “ programmable coherent 
division multiplexed final stage adders and subtractors 108a integration ” refers to accumulation of the positive frequency 
to generate an inphase correlation value ( I ) and a quadrature correlation values and the negative frequency correlation 
phase correlation value ( Q ) for the positive frequency , that values of the N samples of the IF data over a predetermined 
is , ( 1 , -1 , -1 , and Q + Q + Q2 ) respectively , herein referred duration of time programmed by the coprocessor 114 exem 
to as “ positive frequency correlation values ” , and to generate 20 plarily illustrated in FIGS . 1-2 . The coherent accumulator 
an inphase correlation value ( In ) and a quadrature phase 108b performs coherent integration of the positive frequency 
correlation value ( Qc ) for the negative frequency , that is , correlation values and the negative frequency correlation 
( Ll + I , and Q_ = 0 , -Q ) respectively , herein referred to as values sequentially generated by the final stage adders and 
“ negative frequency correlation values ” , of the N samples of subtractors 108a by combining the accumulated correlation 
the IF data . 25 components of each of the Q mixed frequency correlators 

Time division multiplexing the final stage adders and 122a , 122b , ... , to 122q from each of the P signal generators 
subtractors 108a across the M mixed frequency correlators 115 , 123 , and 124. The final stage adders and subtractors 
125 of the sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array 108a sequentially transmit the sequentially generated posi 
system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 reduces the number of mixed tive frequency correlation values and negative frequency 
frequency correlators 125 required by the SCMFCAS 106 , 30 correlation values to the coherent accumulator 108b for 
for example , by 50 % as compared to the number of corr coherent integration . In the above example , the final stage 
elators required in a conventional , standard correlator to adders and subtractors 108a transmit the positive frequency 
generate the correlation values of the positive frequency and correlation values ( 1 + 4 Q + f ) and the negative frequency 
the negative frequency of the N samples of the intermediate correlation values ( I - A Q - 1 ) of the N samples of the IF data 
frequency data . This reduction in the number of the mixed 35 to the coherent accumulator 1086. The coherent accumulator 
frequency correlators 125 in the SCMFCAS 106 consider 108 generates positive coherent integration values ( I + fe and 
ably reduces the power consumed by the global navigation Q + fe ) and negative coherent integration values ( Ife and Q - te ) 
satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 , thereby as disclosed below , by performing coherent integration of 
reducing the power consumption of the GNSS receiver 100 . the positive frequency correlation values ( 1 + Q + f ) and the 
For example , a GNSS receiver employing a conventional , 40 negative frequency correlation values ( LG , Q - 1 ) respectively . 
standard correlator consumes 100 milliwatts ( mW ) of power 
during an acquisition process , whereas the GNSS receiver 
100 employing the SCMFCAS 106 disclosed herein con 

l + fc sumes about 50 mW of power for the acquisition process . ?? . 
The SCMFCAS 106 achieves the same time to first fix as 45 
compared to the conventional , standard correlator , to gen 
erate the correlation values of both the positive frequency Q + fc = + kk 
and the negative frequency of the received GNSS signal . 

Bit width of the discrete correlation components gener 
ated by the secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d 50 l_fe = L 
and the accumulated correlation components generated by 
the accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d 
of one of the M mixed frequency correlators 125 , for Q - fc = Q 
example , the mixed frequency correlator 122a is one bit 
smaller compared to that of the conventional , standard 55 
correlator . The reduction in bit width further reduces the The coprocessor 114 controls the period of programmable 
logic area and the power consumption of the M mixed coherent integration based on signal sensitivity . The coher 
frequency correlators 125 of the sequential chip mixed ent integration values represent multiples of the N samples 
frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 , thereby of the intermediate frequency ( IF ) data . For example , if the 
further reducing the power consumption of the global navi- 60 programmed duration of time for coherent integration is “ t ” , 
gation satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 and the then the coherent accumulator 108b accumulates the posi 
GNSS receiver 100. For example , the SCMFCAS 106 saves tive frequency correlation values and the negative frequency 
8 bits in total per mixed frequency correlator compared to correlation values “ t ” times . Therefore , the total number of 
the conventional , standard correlator . Therefore , total bits IF data samples that are coherently accumulated will be t * N 
saved by the M mixed frequency correlators 125 in the 65 samples of the IF data . 
SCMFCAS 106 is equal to 8 * M bits . The bit widths for The non - coherent accumulator 108c is operably con 
parameters at different stages of the correlation in the nected to the coherent accumulator 108b and receives the 
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coherent integration values ( I + fc Q + fes L - fc , and Q - fe ) cor consumption of the GNSS receiver 100. The SCMFCAS 106 
responding to the positive frequency and the negative fre further achieves the same time to first fix as compared to the 
quency of the received N samples of the intermediate conventional , standard correlator with a small number of 
frequency ( IF ) data from the coherent accumulator 108b . correlators . Furthermore , each of the P signal generators 
The non - coherent accumulator 108c generates non - coherent 5 115 , 123 , and 124 of the SCMFCAS 106 disclosed herein is 
integration values corresponding to the positive frequency implemented with a single local carrier generator 117 and a 
and the negative frequency of the received N samples of the single pseudo random noise code generator 120 correspond 
IF data by performing programmable non - coherent integra ing to either a positive frequency or a negative frequency of 
tion across the coherent integration values . As used herein , the received N samples of the intermediate frequency ( IF ) 
“ programmable non - coherent integration ” refers to detect- 10 data to obtain the correlation values that correspond to the 
ing envelope values of the positive frequency coherent positive frequency and the negative frequency of the 

received N samples of the IF data . integration values and the negative frequency coherent inte FIG . 4 exemplarily illustrates an embodiment , showing gration values of the t * N samples of the IF data , and the carrier frequency offset module 103 deployed in the accumulating the envelope values over a predetermined 15 global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine duration of time programmed by the coprocessor 114 . 102 for offsetting carrier frequency of N samples of inter In the above example , the coherent accumulator 108b mediate frequency ( IF ) data . The carrier frequency offset transmits the generated coherent integration values a ( 1 + fel , module 103 is operably connected to the radio frequency Q + fc1 ) I - fc1 , and Q - fcl ) at time to and transmits the generated down converter 101 and the sequential chip mixed fre coherent integration values ( 1 - fc2 , Q + fc2 , I - fc2 , and Q - fc2 ) at 
time t1 = t0 + T , where T is a coherent integration period , to the quency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 in the 

GNSS baseband engine 102 as exemplarily illustrated in non - coherent accumulator 108c . The non - coherent accumu FIG . 1. The SCMFCAS 106 is exemplarily represented as a lator 108c then generates the non - coherent integration val bank of M mixed frequency correlators in FIG . 4. In addition ues , namely , ( V + I + fel + Q + fc1 2 + VI . 1 + f62² + Q + fc2 ? ) and ( V - F to the power reduction achieved by using the SCMFCAS 
2 + Q . 2 - fel 2 + VI_fc22 + Q - fc2 ) corresponding to the positive 25 106 in the satellite signal acquisition module 104 exemplar 

frequency and the negative frequency of the received N ily illustrated in FIG . 1 , the implementation of the carrier 
samples of the intermediate frequency ( IF ) data respectively , frequency offset module 103 further reduces the power 
by performing programmable non - coherent integration consumption during generation of the carrier reference sig 
across the coherent integration values over the two time nal . This implementation is also applicable to the tracking 
intervals to and t1 of the coherent integration period . Simi- 30 module 110 comprising tracking channels as exemplarily 
larly , the non - coherent accumulator 108c performs non illustrated in FIG . 4 . 
coherent integration over many coherent integration values . The carrier frequency offset module 103 comprises an 
The non - coherent accumulator 108c performs non - coherent auxiliary local carrier generator 103a and an auxiliary mixer 
integration of the coherent integration values sequentially 103b . The auxiliary local carrier generator 103a is common 
generated and transmitted by the coherent accumulator 35 to the satellite signal acquisition module 104 , and therefore 
108b . The peak detector 109 operably connected to the common to all the M mixed frequency correlators 125 of the 
non - coherent accumulator 108c of the post correlation unit sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 
108 performs acquisition checks on the generated non ( SCMFCAS ) 106 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2. The 
coherent integration values that correspond to the positive auxiliary local carrier generator 103a generates an offsetting 
frequency and the negative frequency of the received N 40 carrier reference signal . As used herein , “ offsetting carrier 
samples of the IF data against a predefined threshold value reference signal ” refers to a negative intermediate frequency 
or a dynamically computed threshold value . If the non ( IF ) signal used to offset carrier frequency of the N samples 
coherent integration values exceed the threshold value , then of the IF data received from the radio frequency ( RF ) down 
the global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) signal is converter 101 of the GNSS receiver 100 exemplarily illus 
declared to be acquired . Otherwise , the GNSS signal is not 45 trated in FIG . 1. The auxiliary local carrier generator 103a 
acquired . operates at a sampling rate f , to offset the carrier frequency 

The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver of the N samples of the IF data to zero . The auxiliary mixer 
100 comprising the sequential chip mixed frequency corr 103b is a complex mixer operably connected to the auxiliary 
elator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 disclosed herein pro local carrier generator 103a and the RF down converter 101 
vides an improvement in satellite receiver technology as 50 for offsetting the carrier frequency of the N samples of the 
follows : On implementing the GNSS receiver 100 disclosed IF data to zero by mixing the N samples of the IF data with 
herein using the GNSS baseband engine 102 employing the the offsetting carrier reference signal , for further reducing 
SCMFCAS 106 , each of the M mixed frequency correlators the power consumption of the GNSS receiver 100 . 
125 of the SCMFCAS 106 computes the accumulated cor The carrier frequency offset module 103 brings the carrier 
relation components for a positive frequency and a negative 55 frequency of the N samples of the intermediate frequency 
frequency of a single GNSS signal . The time multiplexed ( IF ) data to zero or near zero by mixing the N samples of the 
final stage adders and subtractors 108a compute the corre IF data with the offsetting carrier reference signal having a 
lation values of the positive frequency and the negative frequency equal to the IF locally generated by the auxiliary 
frequency of the single GNSS signal by combining the local carrier generator 103a , before passing the N samples of 
accumulated correlation components . The number of the 60 the IF data to the satellite signal acquisition module 104 and 
mixed frequency correlators 125 required by the SCMFCAS the tracking module 110 in the global navigation satellite 
106 is less compared to a conventional , standard correlator . system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102. In this implementa 
This reduction in the number of the mixed frequency corr tion , the single local carrier generator 117 in each of the P 
elators 125 in the SCMFCAS 106 and the reduction in bit signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 of the sequential chip 
width disclosed above reduce the logic area of the SCMF- 65 mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 
CAS 106 , thereby reducing the power consumption of the exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , operates at a frequency 
GNSS baseband engine 102 and thus reducing the power greater than twice the maximum Doppler frequency sup 
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ported by the GNSS receiver 100 , thereby precluding opera 116 and the LFSR 121 as exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 
tion of the single local carrier generator 117 at the sampling 2-3 . The components of each of the P signal generators 115 , 
rate f , within the SCMFCAS 106 , and further reducing the 123 , and 124 of the SCMFCAS 106 function as follows : The 
power consumption of the GNSS receiver 100. The fre primary mixer 116 receives 502 N samples of intermediate 
quency of operation of the single local carrier generator 117 5 frequency ( IF ) data corresponding to the GNSS signal from 
is selected using a Nyquist criterion . The Nyquist criterion the RF down converter 101 as disclosed in the detailed 
is a standard for signal sampling and generation employed in description of FIG . 2. The primary mixer 116 generates 503 
GNSS receivers . inphase components and quadrature phase components of 

In an example , for commercial applications , the maxi the received N samples of the IF data by mixing the received 
N samples of the IF data with a carrier reference signal mum Doppler frequency is typically less than 10 KHz . By 10 

using the Nyquist criterion , it is sufficient if the single local locally generated by the single local carrier generator 117 . 
Each of the mixed frequency correlators 122a , carrier generator 117 operates at frequencies slightly greater 122b , to 122q receives 504 the generated inphase than 20 KHz , for example , at the numerically controlled components , the generated quadrature phase components , oscillator frequency ( fyco ) . Therefore , the single local car and a PRN code bit sequence corresponding to the GNSS 

rier generator 117 does not need to run at the sampling rate 15 signal , generated by the single PRN code generator 120 . within the sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array Each of the mixed frequency correlators 122a , 
system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 or the tracking channels . Operat 122b , . to 122q comprises secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 
ing the local carrier generator 117 of each of the P signal 127c , and 127d operably connected to the primary mixer 
generators 115 , 123 , and 124 at the frequency fyco that is 116 , and accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 
lower than the sampling rate f , of the N samples of the 20 128d operably connected to the corresponding secondary 
intermediate frequency ( IF ) data reduces the power con mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d respectively , as exem 
sumption of the SCMFCAS 106 by a factor of f / fyco . For plarily illustrated in FIG . 3. The secondary mixers 127a , 
example , operating the single local carrier generator 117 of 127b , 127c , and 127d generate 505 discrete correlation 
each of the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 at the components of the received N samples of the intermediate 
frequency fuco reduces the power consumption of the SCM- 25 frequency ( IF ) data by mixing the generated inphase com 
FCAS 106 by a factor of ( P * fs / fyco ) compared to operating ponents and the generated quadrature phase components of 
the local carrier generators 117 at fy . For example , if the the received N samples of the IF data with the pseudo 
sampling frequency is 16 MHz and fnco is 40 KHz , then the random noise ( PRN ) code bit sequence . The accumulator 
operating power or power consumed by the single local and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d generate 506 
carrier generator 117 is reduced by a significant factor of 16 30 accumulated correlation components of the received N 
MHz / 40 KHz = 400 . This implementation therefore generates samples of the IF data by coherently accumulating and 
the carrier reference signal by running the single local dumping the generated discrete correlation components of 
carrier generator 117 at frequencies less than that of the IF the received N samples of the IF data . The time division 
sampling frequency , that is , slightly above the Nyquist multiplexed adders and subtractors 108a operably connected 
sampling frequency to save power . In this implementation , 35 to the sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array 
the cost of running the single local carrier generators 117 of system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 
all the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 of the SCM 2-3 , sequentially generate 507 correlation values for a posi 
FCAS 106 at fnco is less than or the same as the cost of tive frequency and a negative frequency of the received N 
running one single local carrier generator 117 at fe . samples of the IF data by combining the accumulated 

The power consumed by a logic circuit of the single local 40 correlation components of each of the Q mixed frequency 
carrier generator 117 is given by the expression correlators 122a , 122b , to 1229 from each of the P 
P = C * V2 * p * f , where “ P ” indicates dynamic power , “ C ” signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124. Time division multi 
indicates load capacitance , “ p ” indicates probability of an plexing of the final stage adders and subtractors 108a after 
output transition , and “ I ' indicates operating frequency . The the accumulation and the dumping of the generated discrete 
expression P = C * V2 * p * f illustrates that the dynamic power 45 correlation components of the received N samples of the IF 
is proportional to the frequency of operation . Thus , reducing data , and the generation of the correlation values for the 
the frequency of operation of the P signal generators 115 , positive frequency and the negative frequency of the 
123 , and 124 reduces the dynamic power of the sequential received N samples of the IF data using the accumulated 
chip mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) correlation components of each of the Q mixed frequency 
106 , thereby reducing the power consumption of the global 50 correlators 122a , 122b , to 1229 from each of the P 
navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 100 . signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 reduce the logic area of 

FIG . 5 illustrates a method for generating correlation the SCMFCAS 106 in the global navigation satellite system 
values for a positive frequency and a negative frequency of ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 , thereby reducing power con 
a single global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) sign sumption of the GNSS receiver 100 . 
received by the radio frequency ( RF ) down converter 101 of 55 In an embodiment , the carrier frequency offset module 
the GNSS receiver 100 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1. In 103 operably connected to the radio frequency down con 
the method disclosed herein , the sequential chip mixed verter 101 and the sequential chip mixed frequency correla 
frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 com tor array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 exemplarily illustrated in 
prising P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 deployed in the FIG . 1 and FIG . 4 , and operating at a sampling rate , offsets 
GNSS baseband engine 102 exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 60 the carrier frequency of the N samples of the intermediate 
1-2 , is provided 501. Each of the P signal generators 115 , frequency ( IF ) data to zero by mixing the N samples of the 
123 , and 124 comprises the single local carrier generator IF data with an offsetting carrier reference signal for further 
117 , the primary mixer 116 , the single pseudo random noise reducing the power consumption of the global navigation 
( PRN ) code generator 120 , the linear feedback shift register satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 100 as disclosed in the 
( LFSR ) 121 operably connected to the single PRN code 65 detailed description of FIG . 4. Post correlation functions 
generator 120 , and Q mixed frequency correlators 122a , comprising coherent integration performed by the coherent 
122b , ... , to 122q operably connected to the primary mixer accumulator 108b and non - coherent integration performed 
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by the non - coherent accumulator 108c exemplarily illus 103 inputs 704 the zero or near zero offset IF data inphase 
trated in FIGS . 1-3 , and acquisition checks performed by the components ( a ) and / or quadrature phase components ( b ) into 
peak detector 109 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , are the sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 
disclosed in the detailed description of FIGS . 2-3 . The ( SCMFCAS ) 106 via the carrier generator and mixer 105 
method disclosed herein is applicable to all the global 5 exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 1-2 . 
navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) constellations and also In each of the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 of the 
applicable to all GNSS receivers . sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 

FIG . 6 exemplarily illustrates a method for setting up the ( SCMFCAS ) 106 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , the local 
sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system carrier generator 117 , that is , a numerically controlled oscil 
( SCMFCAS ) 106 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , for 10 lator ( NCO ) running at fnco , generates 705 an inphase 
generating accumulated correlation components of N component ( c ) and an quadrature phase component ( d ) of a 
samples of intermediate frequency ( IF ) data . In the method local carrier reference signal with a frequency + f ; the 
disclosed herein , P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124 are primary mixer 116 mixes 706 the received N samples of the 
arranged 601 consecutively in the SCMFCAS 106 as exem intermediate frequency ( IF ) data with the locally generated 
plarily illustrated in FIG . 2. A single local carrier generator 15 carrier reference signal to generate inphase components ( ac , 
117 and a single pseudo random noise code ( PRN ) generator bd ) and quadrature phase components ( bc , ad ) ; the pseudo 
120 exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 2-3 , are provided 602 random noise ( PRN ) code generator 120 generates 707 a 
within each of the P signal generators 115 , 123 , and 124. A pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code bit sequence correspond 
spacing of “ T ” is provided 603 between each of Q PRN ing to the global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) signal ; 
code bit sequences within each of the P signal generators 20 and each of the Q mixed frequency correlators , for example , 
115 , 123 , and 124. As used herein , “ T , ” refers to spacing 122a , 122b , to 122q mixes 708 the PRN code bit 
between adjacent mixed frequency correlators , for example , sequence with the inphase components ( ac , bd ) and the 
122a , 122b , ... , to 1229 of each of the P signal generators quadrature phase components ( bc , ad ) to generate discrete 
115 , 123 , and 124 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , that correlation components and coherently accumulates 709 the 
search different PRN code bits . For example , T. is 0.5 chips , 25 discrete correlation components over a period of length of 
that is , half of one code bit period , for global positioning the N samples of the IF data to generate accumulated 
system ( GPS ) L1 coarse / acquisition ( C / A ) signals . correlation components 11 , 12 , Q1 , and Q2 . 

The single local carrier generator 117 and the single The final stage adders and subtractors 108a of the global 
pseudo random noise code ( PRN ) code generator 120 exem navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 
plarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , of an “ Ath » signal generator and 30 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2 , generate 710 inphase and 
an “ A + 1th » signal generator are programmed 604 with the quadrature phase correlation values that correspond to a 
same code chip offset , a different carrier signal frequency , a positive frequency and a negative frequency , that is , 14-11 
different code frequency , and a different code phase offset . Iz ; Q + , Q. + Q2 ; 1_ , I +12 ; and Q- Q. - Q2 , using the accu 
For example , the mixed frequency correlators , for example , mulated correlation components 11 , 12 , Q? , and Qz ; the 
122a , 122b , to 1229 of each of the P signal generators 35 coherent accumulator 1086 coherently accumulates 711 ItfA 
115 , 123 , and 124 are programmed to search different code Q + 53 l_qs and Q - f over a predetermined period of time to 
phases of the same code chip offset . The ability to program generate coherent integration values I + fc Q + fca I_fc , and Q - fe 
the code phase offset allows the programmability of the chip respectively ; the non - coherent accumulator 108c performs 
spacing Tc . The mixed frequency correlators , for example , non - coherent accumulation 712 of the coherent integration 
122a , 122b , ... , to 122q of each of the P signal generators 40 values I + fc ) Q + fc I - fe , and Q - fe over a predetermined duration 
115 , 123 , and 124 are programmed to search for any code of time to generate non - coherent integration values V + F and 
phase and code chip with any code frequency , and carrier V_r ; and the peak detector 109 performs acquisition checks 
with any frequency . Q PRN code bit sequences are generated 713 on the non - coherent integration values V + F and V_ 
605 based on a programmable parameter , for example , a corresponding to the positive frequency and the negative 
programmed code phase offset , a code chip offset , and a 45 frequency of the received N samples of the intermediate 
code frequency using the single PRN code generator 120.Q frequency ( IF ) data as disclosed in detailed description of 
accumulated correlation components 11 , Q1 , 12 , and Q2 are FIG . 3. In the method disclosed herein , an acquisition search 
then generated 606 as disclosed in the detailed description of comprising a search for a particular frequency and a pseudo 
FIG . 3 . random noise ( PRN ) code delay is completed over two 

FIGS . 7A - 7B exemplarily illustrate a flowchart compris- 50 frequency bins + fand -f by locally generating a carrier with 
ing the steps for generating correlation values for a positive only one frequency . The method disclosed herein saves 
frequency and a negative frequency of a single global power by operating the single local carrier generator 117 at 
navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) signal . The radio fre fyco . Each of the M mixed frequency correlators 125 of the 
quency down converter 101 of the GNSS receiver 100 sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system 
exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1 , inputs 701 N samples of 55 ( SCMFCAS ) 106 obtains the correlation values that corre 
intermediate frequency ( IF ) data of a GNSS signal into the spond to two frequency bins instead of having two separate 
GNSS baseband engine 102 exemplarily illustrated in FIG . correlators . 
1. A check 702 of whether the intermediate frequency of the FIG . 8 exemplarily illustrates a comparison table repre 
N samples of the IF data is a zero frequency is performed in senting bit widths for parameters at different stages of 
the GNSS baseband engine 102. If the intermediate fre- 60 correlation in a standard correlator and in one of the M 
quency of the N samples of the IF data is a non - zero mixed frequency correlators 125 of the sequential chip 
frequency , the carrier frequency offset module 103 exem mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 
plarily illustrated in FIG . 1 and FIG . 4 , brings 703 the carrier exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 2. Consider an example 
frequency of the N samples of the IF data to a zero or near where an intermediate frequency ( IF ) data input ( a , b ) 
zero frequency by mixing the N samples of the IF data with 65 having a bit width of two bits each , is mixed with a locally 
a locally generated carrier reference signal of a negative generated carrier reference signal ( c , d ) having a bit width of 
intermediate frequency . The carrier frequency offset module two bits each . A primary mixer in the standard correlator 
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generates inphase components ( ac , bd ) and quadrature phase tors and one of the M mixed frequency correlators 125 , for 
components ( ad , bc ) of 4 bits each . The primary mixer 116 example , the mixed frequency correlator 122a of the signal 
in the signal generator 115 exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . generator 115 of the sequential chip mixed frequency corr 
2-3 , generates inphase components ( ac , bd ) and quadrature elator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 exemplarily illustrated 
phase components ( bc , ad ) of 4 bits each . An adder and a 5 in FIGS . 2-3 . The comparison table exemplarily illustrated 
subtractor in the primary mixer of the standard correlator in FIG . 9 , shows that number of components , for example , 
generate an inphase component ( ac - bd ) and a quadrature the primary mixer 116 , the single local carrier generator 117 , 
phase component ( ad + bc ) of 5 bits each . Secondary mixers the code numerically controlled oscillator ( NCO ) 119 , and 
operably connected to the primary mixer of the standard the single pseudo random noise ( PRN ) code generator 120 
correlator generate an inphase correlation component and a 10 used by the mixed frequency correlator 122a exemplarily 
quadrature phase correlation component of a bit width of 5 illustrated in FIGS . 2-3 , is equal to half the number of 
bits each by mixing the inphase component ( ac - bd ) and the components used by the two standard correlators with 
quadrature phase component ( ad + bc ) with a pseudo random respect to carrier generation , carrier mixing , and PRN code 
noise ( PRN ) code bit sequence generated by a PRN code bit sequence generation . The mixed frequency correlator 
generator . An accumulator and dump unit operably con- 15 122a does not use an adder and a subtractor within the 
nected to the secondary mixers in the standard correlator primary mixer 116 as compared to the standard correlators . 
generates correlation values I , and Qf having a bit width of Absence of the adder and the subtractor in the primary mixer 
5 bits + log 2 ( N ) by accumulating N generated inphase cor 116 significantly saves logic area and power consumption of 
relation components and the generated quadrature phase the mixed frequency correlator 122a of the SCMFCAS 106 , 
correlation components output of the secondary mixers of 20 thereby reducing the power consumption of the global 
the standard correlator , where N corresponds to the N navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 100 exemplar 
samples of the input IF data . ily illustrated in FIG . 1. While the number of secondary 

The secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d of the mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d and the accumulator and 
mixed frequency correlator 122a exemplarily illustrated in dump units 128a , 128 , 128c , and 128d of the mixed 
FIG . 3 , generate inphase discrete correlation components 25 frequency correlator 122a exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 3 , 
and quadrature phase discrete correlation components of 4 is the same as those of the standard correlators , the outputs 
bits each by mixing the inphase components ( ac , bd ) and the generated by the accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 
quadrature phase components ( be , ad ) with the pseudo 128c , and 128d of the mixed frequency correlator 122a are 
random noise ( PRN ) code bit sequence generated by the one bit less compared to the standard correlators . 
single PRN code generator 120 exemplarily illustrated in 30 The global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) receiver 
FIG . 3. The accumulator and dump units 128a , 128b , 128c , 100 requires four additional final stage adders and subtrac 
and 128d of the mixed frequency correlator 122a exemplar tors 108a exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 2-3 , for generat 
ily illustrated in FIG . 3 , generate inphase accumulated ing the correlation values of the N samples of intermediate 
correlation components ( 11 , 12 ) and quadrature phase accu frequency ( IF ) data . The additional final stage adders and 
mulated correlation components ( Q1 , Q2 ) having a bit width 35 subtractors 108a increase the logic area and the power 
of 4 bits + log 2 ( N ) each by coherently accumulating the consumption of the GNSS receiver 100. The increase in the 
output generated by the secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , power consumption due to the additional final stage adders 
and 127d . The time multiplexed final stage adders and and subtractors 108a will not be significant because the 
subtractors 108a of the post correlation unit 108 exemplarily additional final stage adders and subtractors 108a operate 
illustrated in FIG . 3 , generate correlation values Inf and Q + 8 40 once for every output of the accumulator and dump units 
having a bit width of 5 bits + log 2 ( N ) for a positive frequency 128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d that is generated after adding N 
and correlation values l_f and Q - having a bit width of 5 samples of the IF data which are sampled at f? . Thus , the 
bits + log 2 ( N ) bits for a negative frequency , where N corre final stage adders and subtractors 108a operate at fx / N rate 
sponds to the N samples of the input IF data . as compared to the rest of the components of the GNSS 

The outputs generated by the secondary mixers 127a , 45 receiver 100 that operate at fs , where N corresponds to the 
127b , 127c , and 127d and the accumulator and dump units N samples of the input IF data . To reduce the effect of the 
128a , 128b , 128c , and 128d corresponding to the mixed increased logic area , these additional final stage adders and 
frequency correlator 122a are one bit less compared to the subtractors 108a are time multiplexed across the M mixed 
standard correlator . This reduction in bit width of the output frequency correlators 125 of the sequential chip mixed 
of the secondary mixers 127a , 127b , 127c , and 127d of the 50 frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106. The 
mixed frequency correlator 122a reduces the number of increase in the power consumption due to the addition of the 
mixed frequency correlators 125 required by the sequential four final stage adders and subtractors 108a is negligible as 
chip mixed frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) the inputs to the time multiplexed final stage adders and 
106 to generate correlation values of the positive frequency subtractors 108a arrive at a rate of f / N . The logic area 
and the negative frequency by 50 % compared to the number 55 contributed by the additional time multiplexed final stage 
of correlators required in the standard correlator to generate adders and subtractors 108a to each of the M mixed fre 
the correlation values of the positive frequency and the quency correlators 125 of the SCMFCAS 106 in the GNSS 
negative frequency of the N samples of the IF data . This receiver 100 is equal to the area of 4 / N adders and subtrac 
reduction in the number of the mixed frequency correlators tors . For example , in a typical GNSS receiver , N is equal to 
125 in the SCMFCAS 106 considerably reduces the logic 60 the number of samples within 1 millisecond ( ms ) . If the 
area and the power consumed by the global navigation sampling frequency f , is , for example , 16 MHz , then N = 16 
satellite system ( GNSS ) baseband engine 102 , thereby MHz * 1 ms = 16000 . Therefore , increase in the logic area per 
reducing the power consumption of the GNSS receiver 100 mixed frequency correlator 125 of the SCMFCAS 106 will 
exemplarily illustrated in FIG . 1 , as disclosed in the detailed be equal to the area of ( 1/16000 ) adders and subtractors , which 
description of FIG . 3 . 65 is insignificant and can be neglected . 

FIG . 9 exemplarily illustrates a comparison table repre The foregoing examples have been provided merely for 
senting resource comparison between two standard correla the purpose of explanation and are in no way to be construed 
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as limiting of the method and the sequential chip mixed erated inphase components and said generated 
frequency correlator array system ( SCMFCAS ) 106 quadrature phase components of said received N 
deployed in the global navigation satellite system ( GNSS ) samples of said intermediate frequency data with 
receiver 100 exemplarily illustrated in FIGS . 1-3 , disclosed said generated pseudo random noise code bit 
herein . While the GNSS receiver 100 and the method have 5 sequence ; and 
been described with reference to various embodiments , it is accumulator and dump units operably connected to 
understood that the words , which have been used herein , are corresponding said secondary mixers for generat 
words of description and illustration , rather than words of ing accumulated correlation components of said 
limitation . Furthermore , although the GNSS receiver 100 received N samples of said intermediate frequency 
and the method have been described herein with reference to 10 data by coherently accumulating and dumping 
particular means , materials , and embodiments , the GNSS said generated discrete correlation components of 
receiver 100 and the method are not intended to be limited said received N samples of said intermediate fre 
to the particulars disclosed herein ; rather , the GNSS receiver quency data ; and 
100 and the method extend to all functionally equivalent said post correlation unit comprising final stage adders 
structures , methods and uses , such as are within the scope and subtractors , a coherent accumulator , and a non 
the appended claims . Those skilled in the art , having the coherent accumulator ; 
benefit of the teachings of this specification , may effect said final stage adders and subtractors operably connected 
numerous modifications thereto and changes may be made to said sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array 
without departing from the scope and spirit of the GNSS system via said selector , wherein said final stage adders 
receiver 100 and the method disclosed herein in their 20 and subtractors are time division multiplexed for 
aspects . sequentially generating correlation values for a positive 
We claim : frequency and a negative frequency of said received N 
1. A global navigation satellite system receiver compris samples of said intermediate frequency data by com 

ing : bining said accumulated correlation components of 
a radio frequency ( RF ) down converter , a global naviga- 25 said each of said Q mixed frequency correlators from 

tion satellite system baseband engine , and a coproces said each of said P signal generators ; 
sor ; wherein time division multiplexing of said final stage 

said global navigation satellite system baseband engine adders and subtractors after said accumulation and said 
comprising a carrier frequency offset module , a satellite dumping of said generated discrete correlation compo 
signal acquisition module and a tracking module ; nents of said received N samples of said intermediate 

said satellite signal acquisition module comprising a frequency data , and said generation of said correlation 
carrier generator and mixer , a sequential chip mixed values for said positive frequency and said negative 
frequency correlator array system , a selector , a post frequency of said received N samples of said interme 
correlation unit , and a peak detector ; diate frequency data using said accumulated correlation 

said sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array 35 components of said each of said Q mixed frequency 
system comprising P signal generators deployed within correlators from said each of said P signal generators 
said satellite signal acquisition module , wherein P is a reduce logic area of said sequential chip mixed fre 
positive integer corresponding to number of signal quency correlator array system in said global naviga 
generators , and wherein each of said P signal genera tion satellite system baseband engine , thereby reducing 
tors comprise : power consumption of said global navigation satellite 
a primary mixer for receiving N samples of interme system receiver . 

diate frequency data from said radio frequency down 2. The global navigation satellite system receiver of claim 
converter and generate inphase components and 1 , wherein said carrier frequency offset module is operably 
quadrature phase components of said received N connected to said radio frequency down converter and said 
samples of said intermediate frequency data by mix- 45 sequential chip mixed frequency correlator array system , 
ing said received N samples of said intermediate said carrier frequency offset module comprising : 
frequency data with a carrier reference signal locally an auxiliary local carrier generator for generating an 
generated by a local carrier generator , wherein said offsetting carrier reference signal , wherein said auxil 
N samples of said intermediate frequency data cor iary local carrier generator operates at a sampling rate 
respond to a global navigation satellite system signal 50 f , and 
received by said radio frequency down converter ; an auxiliary mixer operably connected to said auxiliary 

a pseudo random noise code generator for generating a local carrier generator and said radio frequency down 
pseudo random noise code bit sequence , said gener converter for offsetting carrier frequency of said N 
ated pseudo random noise code bit sequence corre samples of said intermediate frequency data to zero by 
sponding to said received global navigation satellite 55 mixing said N samples of said intermediate frequency 
system signal ; data with said offsetting carrier reference signal , for 

Q mixed frequency correlators operably connected to further reducing said power consumption of said global 
said primary mixer and to said pseudo random noise navigation satellite system receiver . 
code generator via a linear feedback shift register , 3. The global navigation satellite system receiver of claim 
wherein Q is a positive integer corresponding to 60 1 , wherein said local carrier generator operates at a fre 
number of mixed frequency correlators , and wherein quency greater than twice of maximum Doppler frequency 
each of said Q mixed frequency correlators com supported by said global navigation satellite system receiver , 
prise : thereby precluding operation of said local carrier generator 
secondary mixers operably connected to said pri at said sampling rate f , within said sequential chip mixed 
mary mixer for generating discrete correlation 65 frequency correlator array system , and further reducing said 
components of said received N samples of said power consumption of said global navigation satellite sys 
intermediate frequency data by mixing said gen tem receiver . 

40 
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4. The global navigation satellite system receiver of claim 
3 , wherein said frequency of operation of said local carrier 
generator is selected using a Nyquist criterion . 
5. The global navigation satellite system receiver of claim 

1 , wherein : 
said coherent accumulator operably connected to said 

final stage adders and subtractors for performing coher 
ent integration of said generated correlation values 
corresponding to said positive frequency and said nega 
tive frequency of said received N samples of said 10 
intermediate frequency data over a predetermined dura 
tion of time to generate coherent integration values 
corresponding to said positive frequency and said nega 
tive frequency of said received N samples of said 
intermediate frequency data ; 

said non - coherent accumulator operably connected to said 
coherent accumulator for performing non - coherent 
integration of said generated coherent integration val 
ues to generate non - coherent integration values corre 
sponding to said positive frequency and said negative 20 
frequency of said received N samples of said interme 
diate frequency data ; and 

said peak detector operably connected to said non - coher 
ent accumulator for performing acquisition checks on 
said generated non - coherent integration values corre- 25 
sponding to said positive frequency and said negative 
frequency of said received N samples of said interme 
diate frequency data against a threshold value . 

6. The global navigation satellite system receiver of claim 
1 , wherein said N samples of said intermediate frequency 30 
data comprise one of complex intermediate frequency data 
and real intermediate frequency data . 
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